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The Boy in the Woods

Six years have passed since Jake Fisher watched Natalie, the love of his life, marry another man. Six years of hiding a secret that Jake knows will take his life if he dare reveal it.

Jake is a dirty security guard in a big city. What he is not is the right man to be at his ex-wife’s wedding. But he needs money desperately. When he sees his old teacher in the crowd, something compels him to follow her. One look into her eyes tells him that nothing is as it seems. He knows they were once adored by his son, Max, but he never imagined that she could be the one who has been haunting Jake’s dreams.

Now, he needs to find out why she is here, and if it really is his ex-wife, why she has never contacted him. The answers are astonishing and only lead to more questions. Did he ever know his wife at all? And what’s really going on with his son? If anything, Jake is certain of one thing: no one should be allowed to take his son away from him again. For six years, he’s been waiting for the right moment. It’s time to reclaim his son.

The Woods

Jess has never felt like she belonged in her family. Not like her cousin Will who塘 was the golden boy, or her snobbish older cousin Emma. So when she’s offered the chance to leave the city and spend the summer working on a family estate in the country, she's more than ready to escape. Jess will need every trick in her arsenal to survive. Luckily, extra blades aren’t the only things Buc has hidden up her sleeves.

She’s a girl from the city, but her enemies have learned to expect only the unexpected from the bizarre daughter of monsters. As Buc and Eld hit the streets, the shadow of a hidden mastermind is behind everything that’s going wrong in Servenza. Facing wrathful gods, hostile nobles, and a secret enemy bent on revenge, Buc and Eld will need every trick in their arsenal to survive.

Stay Close

Kat had been warned to never trust anyone in the small town of Stay Close. But after her fiancé broken her heart, she’s desperate for a friend. And when she meets the boy next door, mutual friends of the couple either can’t be found, or don’t remember Jake. No one has seen Natalie in years. And soon, Jake’s search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk as he uncovers the secrets and lies that one has seen Natalie in years. And soon, Jake’s search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk as he uncovers the secrets and lies that

From the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger comes the #1 New York Times bestseller about the ties we have to our past—and the lies that bind us together—as the ultimate Internet scam unfolds. Surfing an online dating site, NYPD detective Kat Donovan feels her whole world explode. Staring back at her is her ex-fiancé, the man who shattered her heart—and whom she hasn’t seen in eighteen years. But when Kat reaches out to the man in the profile, an unspeakable conspiracy comes to light. As Kat begins to investigate, her feelings are challenged about everyone she’s ever loved—even her father, whose cruel murder so long ago has never been fully explained. With lives on the line, including her own, Kat must venture deeper into the darkness than she ever has before and discover if she has the strength to survive what she finds there.
where the powerful are protected even when they harbor secrets that could destroy the lives of millions... secrets that Wilde must uncover before it's too

disappears, the case's impact expands far beyond the borders of the peaceful suburb. Wilde must return to the community where he has never fit in, and

connection--asks him to use his unique skills to help find her. Meanwhile, a group of ex-military security experts arrive in town, and when another teen

he comes from, and he's back living in the woods on the outskirts of town, content to be an outcast, comfortable only outdoors, preferably alone, and with

exhaustive hunt for the child's family, which was never found, he was turned over to the foster system. Now, thirty years later, Wilde still doesn't know where

everyone, including himself.Decades ago, he was found as a boy living feral in the woods, with no memory of his past. After the police concluded an

In the shocking new thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Run Away, a man whose past is shrouded in mystery must find a missing

WOMAN

twisty, disturbing and poignant thriller" WOMAN

are anything less than gripping, but every now and again he writes one that exceeds his own high standards. Run Away is one." THE TIMES ONLINE "A

LIFE ON THE LINE ______________________ "The modern master of the hook and twist" DAN BROWN "A twisty thriller that'll keep you up way

DAUGHTER IS MISSING. YOU'LL RISK ANYTHING TO FIND HER. And then you see her, frightened and clearly in trouble. You approach her,

browsing through an online memorial for Spencer, Betsy Hill is struck by a photo that appears to have been taken on the night of her son's death and he

computer, and within days they are jolted by a message from an unknown correspondent addressed to their son: 'Just stay quiet and all safe.' Meanwhile,

unusually distant lately, and after the suicide of his classmate Spencer, they can't help but worry. They install a sophisticated spy program on Adam's

From the #1 bestselling author and creator of hit Netflix series THE STRANGER "Run Away confirms one of the world's finest thriller writers is at the

The world of celebrity and sports are brilliantly dissected and turned upside down in the debut thriller from the bestselling author and creator of the hit

Netflix drama The Stranger. Theirs was a marriage made in tabloid heaven, but no sooner had supermodel Laura Ayars and Celtics star David Baskin said

The Match

doctor预订。这本2015年三月出版的小说，最初只是作者在大学时的获奖短篇作品，讲述了一个小城镇的מתכון。小说题材涉及家族秘密和谎言。联合起来的退休警长和两个发现自己陷入一个惊人的秘密。小说的结局是关于大秘密的发现。'Wilson provides serious shivers for readers.'—Kirkus Reviews "Gripping, gory, and terrifying . . .


The Woods

In the woods where they first met, two girls went down. But only one came back.

Tess's sister was killed ten years ago. A random mom-and-pop shop in the woods. Two girls went down to the woods. But only one came back.

Peeling back the secrets of The Goode School, the prep school known as a Silent Ivy. The boarding school of choice for daughters of the rich and influential, it accepts only the best and the brightest. Its elite students are taught to pretend and to hide their secrets. Goode girls don't lie…

In J.T. Ellison's pulse-pounding new psychological thriller, The Woods, the tenuous bonds of friendship, the power of lies and the desperate lengths people will go to in order to protect their secrets are examined.

Tell No One

She was a popular student. She was found dead. The truth cannot be ignored.

Rumors suggest she was struggling with a secret that drove her to suicide. But look closely… because there are truths and there are lies, and then there is everything that really happened.

Don't miss Her Dark Lies, the next page-turning thriller from New York Times bestselling author J.T. Ellison!
The latest in the New York Times bestselling Sunny series brings Sunny into a sink-or-swim summer, where she needs to float her first job and dive into her first maybe-flirtation. It's summer, and Sunny is BORED. Most of her friends are out of town. Her mom wants her to baby-sit way more than Sunny wants to. And the only place that's cool (in a not-boring sense) and cool (in a not-hot sense) is the community pool. Sunny loves the pool. She loves the August heat and the smell of sunscreen and the taste of saltwater and the way it makes her skin tingle. She loves the way the water feels on her skin. She loves the way it makes her feel alive and alive and alive. And she loves the way it makes her feel like she's in control.
he's a father... of a dying thirteen-year-old boy. Myron never saw it coming. A surprise visit from an ex-girlfriend is unsettling enough. But Emily

Harlan Coben brings us his most astonishing—and deeply personal—novel yet. And it all begins when Myron Bolitar's ex tells him this secret community. And that the next victim could be Wilde himself _____________________________________ READERS LOVE HARLAN

In this sixth novel in the award-winning Myron Bolitar series, Harlan Coben delivers a riveting powerhouse thriller—a twisting mystery of betrayal, family

 runs away. He's up in arms. What could possibly have been going through his mind? The answers to these questions are going to keep you guessing right up to the final page.

Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful woman, two kids, and a career he loves. But one day, a stranger turns up at his door. He

The Woods

Hunter innocently tried to break up a fight—and ended up a killer. Now, nine years later, he's an ex-con who takes nothing for granted. His wife, Olivia, is

NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES! A secret destroys a man's perfect life and sends him on a collision course with a deadly conspiracy in this

The Justice in Revenge

Matt's life a second time

An electrifying ride in this thriller that peeks behind the white picket fences of suburbia—where one mistake can change your life forever. One night, Matt

NOW THE NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES EL INOCENTE! The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger takes readers on

You're Next

You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by chance, you see her playing guitar in Central Park. But she's not the girl you remember. This woman is living on the edge, frightened, clearly in trouble. You don't stop to think. You approach her, beg her to come home. She runs. And you do the only thing a parent can do: you follow

A perfect family is shattered when their daughter goes missing in this "brilliantly executed" New York Times bestselling thriller from a "master storyteller"

The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger ratchets up the tension as sports agent Myron Bolitar gets mixed up in some

The Woods

 international intrigue in this #1 New York Times bestseller. With an early morning phone call, an old flame wakes Myron Bolitar from sleep. Terese Collins

The Woods

is in Paris, and she needs his help. In her debt, Myron makes the trip, and learns of a decade-long secret: Terese once had a daughter who died in a car

The Woods

accident. Now it seems as though that daughter may be alive—and tied to a sinister plot with shocking global implications.
Downing’s news brings him to his knees. Her son Jeremy is dying and needs a bone-marrow transplant—from a donor who has vanished without a trace. Then comes the real shocker: The boy is Myron’s son, conceived the night before her wedding to another man. Staggered by the news, Myron plunges into a search for the missing donor. But finding him means cracking open a dark mystery that involves a broken family, a brutal kidnapping spree, and the FBI. Somewhere in the sordid mess is the donor who disappeared. And as doubts emerge about Jeremy’s true paternity, a child vanishes, igniting a chain reaction of heartbreaking truth and chilling revelation. Praise for Darkest Fear “A slam dunk . . . You race to turn the pages . . . both suspenseful and often surprisingly funny.”—People “Terrific.”—Boston Globe “A winner.”—Orlando Sentinel “Fast-paced . . . layered with both tenderness and fun . . . Coben [is] a gifted storyteller.”—Denver Post